1) The counter mix does not include the British 49th Regular battalion. In the initial set up the British player should use another regular battalion.

2) The 2 French Arcadian militia at Beaujour in the initial set up are the ones designated Beaujour and St. Francis. St. Jean Arcadia is the town due north of the compass rose. The other St. Jean militia in the counter mix is the town at the head of the Richelieu River.

3) In the rules, Ft. Bull should read Ft. Stanwix
4) Supply may be traced through Road$, Waterways, and Indian Trails.

5) Units of either side which at the end of the year can trace supply to any port which is held by their side will not starve.

6) Naval victories(times when one side of the other gets one of its ship counters through to the New World) do not count as victories for the purpose of Iroquois Adjustment.

7) Waterway Movement includes point to point movement across lakes. For instance Fort Oswego can be reached by a stack at Fort Toronto directly without passing through other points along the edge of the lake. Any stack at Fort Oswego would receive the landing volley advantage.

8) Movement is always point to point. Unless a map symbol indicates a man made location of some sort(fort, town, Indian village, port, portage, trading post) there is no point. Fort Presque Isle and Fort Niagara, for example, are adjacent points.

9) Fort Markers are not needed if there is a Circled Red Spot at that point.

10) British Appointments and Supplies counter should have a +1 on it.

**QUESTION**— WHAT DOES "UNOCCUPIED, UNFORTIFIED ENEMY POINTS ARE FREE" MEAN?
**ANSWER**— It costs no extra march points to move through them.

**QUESTION**— How many terrain choices are available for any one location? Two at most; the first by map symbol, the second determined by the Transport Chart.

For example: A Circled Red Spot connected by a Red road would give the choices FORT/OPEN FIELD. In cases where the two indicators are the same or where the Map Symbol Chart indicates that terrain is determined by Transport (i.e. A Circled White Spot) there is no choice, only one kind of terrain is available.

**QUESTION**— WHAT ARE THE BURN MARKERS USED FOR
**ANSWER**— To indicate that a symbol printed on the map (example Circled Red Spot) has been destroyed and no longer enters into Choice of Terrain. The backs of the burn markers are either red or blue and can be used, inverted, to indicate which side has control of a point (last passed through it).

**QUESTION**— WHEN IS MAP FIVE (LANDING) USED?
**ANSWER**— In the following cases; 1) Seaborne invasions (i.e. British troops landing by Sea Lift at a French held Anchor location. 2) When Waterway Movement carries a stack to a point occupied by the enemy *as in example #6 above.

3) Certain points on the map covered under Special Terrain Rules.

*If there is a way on 2 that the attacker could reach the point by land instead of sea and if he had and expended the necessary marches there would be no landing volley.